
Odor Control in Heterogeneous Solid Systems

Plastic Odor commonly referred to an Organoleptic

Odor has been an issue for many years across the

spectrum of end use applications. However, odor

is subjective and predicated on many factors

including the human olfactory senses to odor

species. Therefore, the type and strength of an

odor differs from person to person and gender to

gender. Those who smoke cigarettes have

significantly different odor receptor sensitivities

than a non-smoker and rarely are recommended

on any subjective odor panel.

From the analytical viewpoint odor becomes more

of a search for the source of the odor. However,

testing for that source of the odor depends on the

test protocols and sample preparation that

determines what odor is being detected. Poor

protocols and test methods only result in false

positives and rarely result in a future solution to

the problem.



Among the major methods used for analytical

determination of odor we use GCMS and LCMS

followed by HPLC when required. Proton NMR is

used to identify particular species from the results

of GCMS or LCMS. The protocol of heating the

sample whether a neat material or the polymer

itself with or without the suspected material

added to the polymer is a common technique.

Heating the sample and the results of heating and

off gassing the semi-volatiles and more volatile

components are considered the proper method.

In reality the larger the peak and the more peaks

found appears to be a validation of the problem.

This has been shown to be a big mistake. When

heating samples the temperature and residence

time of heating will result in different volatiles

being formed and new volatiles chemically formed

in the test.



This may work for some known samples with

known components known to be present and the

lab is looking to quantify these species known to

be present from one manufacturing lot to another

but for more complex odor problem this method is

not recommended. A classic example of this type

of testing is done for polyolefins with different

catalyst systems and process in manufacturing to

determine their fingerprints after production and

to monitor these fingerprints over time as the

process is optimized. Every polymer manufacture

has their own fingerprint and are used to

differentiate the source of manufacturer.

We have found over the last 38 years of analytical

chemistry odor problems are best addressed in a

Total Systems Approach.

Reverse Engineering the additive system in the

polymer sample as pellets and as molded parts

need to be analyzed.



More than one representative sample needs to be

tested for accuracy and consistency in sample

selection.

If available the base polymer as received from the

manufacturer prior to compounding should be

tested.

Depending on the circumstances of the odor

problem the need for a review of chain of custody

and end use application must be addressed. This

include packaging of the sample and storage

conditions. All factors need to be understood to

gain a perspective of the problem.

Only after proper understanding of the problem

should further analytical work be done. Analytical

work for the purposes of testing is a waste of

money and time unless there is someone capable

of sorting through each phase of the problem. This

is common among contract labs that run many

samples on a daily basis and report the raw data to

one person who looks it over without



understanding the full extent of the problem and

signs off on the results. Specialty labs differ and

follow the chain of custody and only do testing

that is going to lead to a viable solution and

alternative approach to the client.

Recommendations and solutions are provided that

contract labs are not typically capable of providing

a customer.

The proprietary methods used today to address

odor problems have increased the probability of

solving complex problems to a science and

outcome over 98%.

Such problems include tire rubber, medical odor

problems, automotive interior, textile and woven

fabrics, upholstery and carpet, polymer additives

including colorants and master batch to name a

few.



Odor problems today appear to be growing

globally and not isolated to a particular resin or

end use application. Some odor problems are

extremely complex in nature others straight

forward in nature.

The more complex problems may require six

member odor panel of three men and three

women all non-smokers. The samples are heated

in glass quart clean jars capped with aluminum foil

and a lid and put into a circulatory air oven for a

brief heating cycle at a particular temperature

using automotive odor protocols and their odor

wheel for characterization of the type and strength

of the odor. Each member of the panel has a

chance to smell the odor from the jars after

removal from the oven and their experience

recorded.



The same samples to be tested are also tested

according to new protocols for sample preparation

followed by GCMS and LCMS for the chemical

identity of volatiles species. These new protocols

have been developed by Stabilization Technologies

LLC after testing over 750 samples in five years.

Both testing is correlated and interpretation made

to determine and isolate the key chemical species

responsible for the odor. These chemical species

can be further purchased and used in odor panels

to determine how close the subjective odor

matches the panels own experience with that

particular odor.

With this approach we have been successful 98%

of the time in isolating the problem and providing

a course of action to resolve the problem. In cases

where the problem was not adequately resolved

we found sample tampering and poor chain of

custody. Remember if it were easy everyone

would be doing it!



The following charts illustrate the complexity of

odor:



Types of Odor:



Olfactory Odor Detection:











Sorting out the complex number of odor species:






